Radical Nephrectomy for Renal Cell Carcinoma: Its Contemporary Role Related to Histologic Type, Tumor Size, and Nodal Status: A Retrospective Study.
Staging for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) depends on tumor size and the status of the regional lymph nodes. Although lymph node involvement by tumor yields the most accurate staging and prognostic information in patients with carcinomas of various genitourinary organs, the role of lymph node sampling (LNS) in patients with RCC to definitively establish nodal metastases remains unsettled. In this retrospective study of 399 patients with RCC treated by total nephrectomy, 115 cases were subjected to lymph node dissection. The corresponding primary tumors averaged larger than 8 cm. Twenty-nine showed positive lymph nodes (25%). The present review confirms that primary tumor size is a key indicator of nodal involvement. Clear cell and papillary tumors larger than 4 cm involve lymph nodes more commonly than other types of RCC. Sarcomatoid differentiation occurred in all major cell types and existed in numbers too few to predict the likelihood of nodal metastases. LNS in RCC for staging purposes may be warranted based on tumor size (>4 cm) as determined by imaging as well as histologic cell type, the latter suggesting a selective role for preoperative fine needle aspiration or core biopsy.